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There is a need for diversity, equity, and

inclusion (DEI) training as it pertains to

human resources in Fortune 500 companies,

non-profit organizations, and higher

education institutions.

Employers seek the proper tools to

successfully attract, recruit and retain talent.

Your workplace calls for a fresh way to

approach the hiring process while still utilizing

the traditional research and analytics that

speaks to its needs.

Opportunities



Explore the
Opportunities.

Over 80% of nonprofit staff leverage personal and professional

networks which are ranked the most effective networking

channels. (75% of Caucasian Americans have social networks

without any underrepresented presence.) 

THIS RESULTS IN A HOMOGENEOUS STAFF.

20% of nonprofit employees who identify as lesbian, gay,

bisexual, or transgender (LGBT+) said their sexual orientation had

at least a "slightly negative" impact on their careers. 

THIS PREVENTS DIVERSITY IN UPPER MANAGEMENT.

Applicants with common names are 50% more likely to get an

interview than those with uncommon names. 

THIS REFLECTS IMPLICIT BIAS.
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The unemployment rate for persons with a disability was 8%

in 2018, more than twice the rate of those with no disability (3.7%).

THIS REFLECTS ABLEISM IN THE WORKFORCE.



Solutions

Training from a team of professionals

who serve as experts in DEI can

provide qualitative and quantitative

results within your employee

demographics.

 

Your organization will gain tangible

tools that will aid in defining the DEI

gap across departments. 

The training is centered around what

that gap looks like, sounds like, and

how it translates in your workplace.



Market
Validation.



70% 2.3X 72%
of diverse

companies are

more likely to

report that their

firm captured a

new market.
market.

Harvard Business Review

increase

in cash flow is

reported by inclusive

companies per

employee over a

three-year period.

Josh Bersin

of executives report

that diversity and

inclusion is important

or greatly important to

"increase fundraising

or expand donor

networks".

National Index of Nonprofit

Board Practices



Immersive Trainings 
and Workshops

ADJ Consultants offers workshops (virtually or onsite) customized to

your specific strategic plan and/or vision for your organization.



What does the DEI training include?

Implicit Bias (includes Case

Studies)

Key Definitions

Cultural Assumptions

Counteracting Racial

Stereotypes

TOPIC #1

Cultural Competence

Key Definitions

Learning Within the Context of

Culture

Being Culturally Self-Aware

TOPIC #2

Microaggressions

Key Definitions

Bias Audit

The Pressures of

Expectations

TOPIC #3



What does the Leadership training include?

Communication: 

Giving Feedback

      Can you hear me now?

TOPIC #4

Building Workplace

Relationships

Establishing Equity

TOPIC #5

Cultivating &

Maintaining a

Culture

TOPIC #6

Defining "Team"

TOPIC #7
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Follow 
our social
channels.



Work with us.

www.adjconsultants.com

WEBSITE

info@adjconsultants.com

EMAIL

404.475.2621

CONTACT NUMBER

6595 Roswell Road

Suite G-1569

Atlanta, GA 30328

MAILING ADDRESS


